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About This Game

Lex Mortis is an open-world horror game set on a fully explorable island.
The game’s atmosphere is directly affected by the time of day. During the daytime you will study the island and it’s mysteries.

But at night the enemies reveal themselves, and the worst nightmare becomes real!
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June 28, 2017, you return to your birthplace, Berdwood island, which is located in Northern Europe.
After spending a night on the island, you will discover that there aren't any living people, despite the fact that the population of

Berdwood is about 2000.
You will stumble upon the frightening reality of what exactly happened to the inhabitants of Berdwood.

Eventualy, you will get a difficult choice, which will influence on the fate of inhabitants of the island Berdwood.
The game has two endings.

Berdwood island is a fictional island, which is located in Northern Europe. Berdwood island is the site of action of the game's
story.

And you don't need to pass the main story as quickly as possible. The island is completely open from the beginning of the game,
and it's filled with the history of its inhabitants. This island is quite big. It contains: forests, fields, abandoned villages, mines,

mountains and more. There are also working vehicles which will help you to navigate faster through the island.

Berdwood island map:
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Title: Lex Mortis
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dennis Esie
Publisher:
Dennis Esie
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i5-750 or AMD Phenom II X4 955

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 560 or AMD Radeon R7 250

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Awesome and fast reaction game that I
immensly enjoy. You have to choose your path superquick
and if you choose wrong you die.

Its a game where you just want to go one more round.

I also played Tripe to
vinelands 2, but I think this is better.

Favorite bullethell,shootemup,speedreflexgames:
Particle mace ( Superb for 3players)
UBERMOSH
Echoes

Other favorite shooters of mine:
Menace ( AMiGA)
Delta ( C64)
Skramble ( Arcade)

Most boring:
Beat HAzard
Claw... ( Dont remember more than
Claw, its real♥♥♥♥♥♥and free to play). That's a moderately adequate game boi.. The game is dead now atm. I played the
game before then now it's dead without servers being onlined. You may end up playing with the bots if you are lucky to log in.
Spend your money on something other than this game. Move on.

It was part of the bundle I bought years ago.. Best thing I can say is that this game looks great in the screenshots etc , but it just
isn't much fun. I wish there was a neutral option for Steam reviews, however I can't give these guys a thumbs down because they
are obviously very passionate about their game. Refunded , maybe will buy agsin in sale sometime.. The game is quite fun and
has a lot of potential, will be interesting to see where this goes!. What the actual ♥♥♥♥
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So far I have done three missions and its been hilarious. I look forward to playing more.. Fantastic. This proves that VR should
look beyond games. And that art and ehh... other experiences naturally fits in VR. Really good.. This is the kind of game where,
if they had more of a budget, they could've done really well with. Buuut it's just too repetitive now. Not enough features at all.

Fun story: I actually played the demo of this waaay back when it first came out. At the same time as Massive Assault (which as
we all know is a game I absolutely love). I really wanted to get it back then, so I got it on Steam when I heard it existed. While
it's not that great a game, I have zero regrets on the matter!. I played this game and Tried to do a lets play on it. I had to go to the
walk thought multiple times and when I followed the steps on the walk thought the game didn't do what it should have.
At one part you have to pull 2 levers ti active a block.
I had to restart the game 3 times and did the same thing 3 times and the levers wouldn't stay down.
This game doesn't give a walkthough so you know what to do ro look for and you are left just guessing.... It`s a nice casual game.
I prefer it more than rosecliff island and amazing adventures.. Waste of money. Edit: Now supports Nvidia h.264 cores, read
note at bottom for info.

Overall the best and most feature rich, while still being user friend recording software out there.

If you can't get/don't like ShadowPlay™'s performance, this is definitely for you. This has very little impact on pretty much
everything, granted you have a quad core or better. I personally use it to record everything I do, especially battlefield. In BF4
I'm regularly getting 45-80 FPS on the ultra preset(4xAA) @ 1080p, and while running playclaw I only dip down to 40, still
going up to 75+ in some places. That's very minor performance impact for something that's actively compressing files for you.

As for size, its active compression is also very effective. A 2 hour 30 minute video recording in 720p 95% quality (better than
fraps, fraps is 90%) was only 45GB. That's very impressive.

Playclaw also features a pre-record feature, which is probably my favorite feature. It actively records into your RAM, and keeps
recording (up to) the last 10 minutes of your game, making sure you never miss the recording of that amazing 1,300 meter
headshot. This pre-record feature has saved my bacon on a LOT of amazing clips I wanted to capture for one reason or another.
It also has very little performance impact (granted you have the RAM available.)

Lastly, a very often overlooked feature in a recording software, is it's write protection. Playclaw runs a separate process for all
it's video writes, saving your clip even if playclaw, or more often your game crashes. This means you get every last second
recorded and you don't get corrupted video or write faults on your hard drive. A few other programs *cough* dxstroy *cough*
don't have this. It's truly one of the most overlooked features in recording software.

Sidenote: Playclaw 5 supports Intel�™ Quicksync™�, which makes the recording process almost entirely ineffective towards
your performance. I don't have any experience with this being an AMD user, but I've heard good things. Supposedly you should
be looking at a 1% performance hit instead of around 5% to 15% without it, thus making it a better option than ShadowPlay
anyways.

Edit note: Playclaw now supports the same Nvidia compression engine as ShadowPlay. This means you get the same
performance as ShadowPlay, but with playclaws interface and overlays. A benefit to some.. The story is somewhat rushed, going
from graduating your exam, to someone stealing your console, and then you're the only one who can save the whole world! The
entire game also very much have a budgeted, and cheap feeling to it.

It's not fantastic, it's not amazing, but it's not bad either: a decent little game that might be worth picking up on a sale.. Satisfying
when you have a frustrating day. I used to own the original diskettes containing Pizza Connection 1, and i've played that game A
LOT!
When pizza syndicate / pizza connection 2 came out, i was really hyped but got disappointed very fast.
As soon as i heard about pizza connection 3, i also got really hyped, but with concern and doubt in the back of my head.

After the according to the reviews failing release of the game, i saw it as just another pizza syndicate.. But after a few weeks,
and hours of the developers working hard to fix the most annoying bugs and issues, it SEEMED to be worth a shot.
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And after buying it, i'm actually glad I did. I only played about 2 hours so far, but this actually really feels like the successor to
pizza connection, it is basically what pizza syndicate tried to be but colossaly failed.
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